These resources share learning from the 'Evaluating using comics to inform children
about having MRI scans' project by researchers Janice McLaughlin and Lydia
Wysocki (Newcastle University) and comics creator Heather Wilson working with
Great North Children's Hospital's Radiography team, funded by Great North
Children's Hospital Charitable Foundation. These resources were written by Janice
McLaughlin and Lydia Wysocki, and designed by Heather Wilson.

The work with Radiography was a collaboration between clinical staff
in the Radiology team at Great North Children’s Hospital, comics artist-writer Heather Wilson,
and social science researchers Janice McLaughlin and Lydia Wysocki.

The work began as a very loose idea of developing creative
materials for young patients receiving a MRI. A project team developed around us and
radiographers who were championing that idea. Our first step was to approach the Young
Person’s Advisory Group North England (YPAGne) for their help in auditing paediatric patient
information materials used by other hospitals and healthcare providers. Asking young people’s
opinions at this early stage helped us identify the risk that young people would reject
patronising or otherwise unsuitable materials, and take steps to avoid these dangers to our
project. We did this by giving YPAGne example materials and asking them to write comments
on sticky notes, to capture feedback in young people’s own words.

Thinking point: Would your team be able to gather examples and lead a sticky note
feedback session?
What other activities could you use to gather early stage feedback from young people?
We identified some dos and don’ts of the process of making effective patient information
materials including:
Do involve young people in the early stages of your project.
Don’t get too attached to your own experience of what a given age group of young people likes –
personal preferences are varied and can change quickly. Project discussions will focus less on what
individuals like and more on what is effective for a given patient group.
Do have a go at doodling some possibilities for what this collaborative project could look like.
Don’t get too attached to your doodles, and don’t apologise for your own level of drawing skills –
the aim is to get your specialist information across, it is then the role of the creative arts practitioner to
work with you to present that information in words and pictures.
Do prioritise the most important issues at each stage of the process.
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The word ‘comics’ can carry specific associations of art and narrative style: as if the news is the
only type of tv programme, or pop is the only type of music. Reading a range of examples can
help discussions get beyond any initial stereotypes to focus on the vast possibilities of words and
pictures working together, usually in some form of sequence.

Activity: Have a look at one of the websites listed in ‘Places to start looking for a comics
artist-writer’ (at the end of section 2 of these resources). Choose 3 artist-writers whose
style you personally like. For each choice, write down 5 words to describe their work –
try to use different words for each choice, to be as specific as you can in describing their
work.
The purpose of this task is to describe existing creative work in clear language. This can
help you step back from your personal preferences of art styles to think about what
style(s) of comics could fit the information you need to communicate to your patients.

realistic

cuddly

photostory

We found that children who do not habitually read comics were still positive about
receiving comics-form patient information. Making comics-form materials offers a lot of
potential to include diagrams, contextual information, and explanatory notes in a format
that is approachable for children and young people – and their families.
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•
•
•

Clinical staff, who can identify what content needs to communicated to patients as part of
a clinical encounter.
Patients, as the target audience(s) for that content and as experts-by-experience of what
communication methods work for them.
A comics artist-writer, who can work with clinicians and patients to draft and make
graphic-form patient information materials that meet the needs of a specific clinical
context.

Our focus is on collaborative approaches to making patient information materials that have a
specific use in clinical encounters. Working in partnership and emphasising the clinical content
of these materials makes this different from commissioning art for display in hospitals, or arts
therapy approaches for patients to create their own graphic narratives of illness.
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Clinical staff:
• One or two members of clinical staff to
lead the clinical involvement in this project (with
designated time for their project work e.g. as
part of preparation duties or as a specified
professional development project). Ideally staff
who regularly explain procedures to patients
and are interested in improving patient
communication processes in their department.
•

Opportunity for those clinical staff to talk with their wider clinical team to get the team’s input for
this project (e.g. informal conversations with colleagues, time at a team meeting)

Patients:
•

Light-touch opportunities for patients
and their families to get involved. This
should be early enough in the project
to help shape content and
communication at a point when drafts
can still be changed – this early
involvement can help avoid unpleasant
surprises at the final artwork stage.

•

Clear guidance that patients’ involvement in this project is optional and will have no impact on
their clinical treatment.

•

Realistic expectations of how much time patients and families are asked for

Comics artist-writer:
•

As a professional external to the hospital, they
will need access to clinical staff to plan and
develop this project. This partnership is
essential to making patient information that
meets clinical needs.

•

A budget that includes:
o their time costed at a professional daily
rate
o costs for web development and/or printing
o travel costs (if in-person project meetings are needed)
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The advantage of working with a comics artist-writer is that they will have experience of
developing a narrative as well as producing final artwork. This is essential for patient
information materials that need to communicate specific clinical information, as well as being
visually appealing.

When approaching comics artist-writers, ask to see their portfolio of work. This will usually be
on their website – if you can’t find it, contact the person and ask them to send you a link.
Looking at a portfolio will help you get a sense of the overall quality of their work, as well as
the style(s) they work in. Key things to consider include:
•

•

•

Are they skilled? Regardless of the style of finished artwork, it is worth looking for
examples of finished work (early concept sketches are fun, but can this person see a
project through to completion?) and process work (is this person willing to share drafts,
as part of working collaboratively?)
Are they experienced? Ask which clients and collaborators they have worked with
before. Don’t be dazzled by name-dropping, but look at the work: a new creator’s indepth work with community organisations can be just as good as one-off work for a bigname company.
Are they interested? Many comics creators are self-employed, and their workload may
affect their availability for new projects. Some comics creators take on a broad range of
work, but others have a very tight specialism. It might take a few conversations to find a
practitioner who is right for your project.
Do not expect creative arts practitioners to work for free. This
includes work for hospitals and charities. In addition to being fair,
establishing a professional working relationship is important to
meeting deadlines and completing the project.
You should have some idea of the scale of your project – and its
budget – before approaching potential collaborators. Without
this it is hard to know what it is you need your collaborators to
commit to. Filling in our PROJECT PLANNING TEMPLATE can help
you start to plan.
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For a list of comics creators our team has worked with, see:
https://appliedcomicsetc.com/our-people/#past-collaborators
For a wider look at comics creators, try the exhibitor pages of
Thought Bubble comics convention:
https://www.thoughtbubblefestival.com/exhibitors
Wider still, organisations including the Association of Illustrators
(https://theaoi.com/, Instagram: @theaoi) showcase the work of their
members online, which is useful to get a flavour of different art styles.
For a look at a range of creative arts practice – not only comics –
Newcastle University’s Institute for Creative Arts Practice highlights work in
and beyond the North East region, their twitter feed
https://twitter.com/NCLcreativearts is a great snapshot of individuals and
organisations doing exciting work.
You’re welcome to contact the Institute on Twitter or by email:
creativeartsinstitute@ncl.ac.uk
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Example of a
Project Lifecycle
This is an example of the stages in a collaborative creative
approach to patient information materials. You are welcome
to adapt this for your own project planning.
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1. Planning
a) Identify a target group of patients for this comic (age and
specific communication needs). The comic may go on to have a
wider use, but a tight target audience will help the comics artistwriter produce solid and consistent work.

c) Gather info about patients’ ideas for art and narrative styles.
Here are some suggested prompts, it would be helpful to start
with these prompts and then ask patients to be as specific as
possible in what they mean (‘What do you mean by that? Can
you describe what that might look like?’)

b) Gather info about patients’ experiences that will inform the
focus of the comic. This could include written notes based on
comments from patients/families, and your reflections on
working with patients. It could also include materials such as
existing patient information leaflets or photos of your clinical
equipment and settings, to help explain to the comics artist-writer
what information you need this comic to address.

–

drawing style: realistic, exaggerated, fantasy, superhero,
soft, sharp, action-packed, cuddly, photostory

–

colour: bright, dark, black and white, grey, multicolour, like a
colour photo; just one colour, a few colours, all the colours

–

tone: like talking to a headteacher, like talking to a younger
brother or sister, like talking to a close friend

–

narrative style: serious, silly, family life, private life, magical,
documentary, diary, scientific/technical

Who is involved at this stage?

•

Clinical staff talk with patients then feed back to
project lead
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2. The Brief

3. Clarification
of the Brief

Write a detailed brief for the comics artist-writer. This will
state the purpose of the comic and give an indication of
content, but will not yet be a full draft.

Clinical staff correct any misunderstandings within the
brief, and make any suggestions about styles of artwork
and narrative that could be effective for this project.

Who is involved at this stage?
• Project lead

Who is involved at this stage?
• Clinical staff
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4. Building Your Team
Recruit a comics artist-writer – this will take into consideration
patients’ preferences for art and narrative styles (not all comics
artist-writers work in all styles), as well as finding someone who
is well suited to this collaborative process.
The project lead could share a shortlist of 3 options with the
team, to then reach a decision of 1st, 2nd, 3rd preferences (final
choice will depend on artist-writer’s availability.)
Who is involved at this stage?
• Project lead with input from clinical team
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5. Initial Meeting
Initial meeting with comics artist-writer
A chance for the comics artist-writer to talk with the
clinical team (and a small number of patients if
available?) to say hello and check that the comics artistwriter understands the needs of this project.
Who is involved at this stage?
• Comics artist-writer, clinical team, project lead
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6. First Draft
of Comic

7. Feedback
on First Draft

Comics artist-writer prepares a rough pencil outline of the
comic, and one sample of final art style.

a) Feedback on first draft:
• Feedback from clinical team on the medical accuracy
of how key messages are expressed in this comic.
• Feedback on wider issues of representation and
communication.
• Note – no patient involvement at this stage, our team
needs to be sure that only medically-accurate drafts
are shared with patients.

Who is involved at this stage?
• Comics artist-writer

b) Practicalities:
• Decide about the publication of this comic: print-only,
online-only, print and online.
• Initial discussion about number of copies that will be
printed.
Who is involved at this stage?
• Clinical team, comics artist-writer, project lead
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8. Updates to
First Draft

9. Patient
Input

Updates to first draft:
• Comics artist-writer incorporates feedback and prepares an
updated draft.

Patient input on updated draft:
• Clinical team show the draft (with medically-accurate updates)
and sample of final art style to patients. Give patients time to
read it. Initiate a discussion with patients that this stage of the
process is less about whether they like the comic, and more
about whether this comic could help other patients understand
what it’s like to have that medical procedure or treatment.

Who is involved at this stage?
• Comics artist-writer

•

Use similar prompts to stage 1c if needed, but keep focused on
the effectiveness of this comic as patient information (less focus
on personal preferences.)

•

Note – this input could be gathered in different ways depending
on how contact with patients is going at this stage. E.g.
discussion with clinical team (then clinical team emails/phones
through with notes on what patients said), or a short
questionnaire for patients.

Who is involved at this stage?
• Clinical team follow up with patients, then share feedback with
project lead
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10. Feedback
Meeting
Video call with comics artist-writer to discuss
feedback and how to incorporate any necessary
changes. This needs clinical staff input to maintain a
focus on the range of patients who will use this
comic – the aim is to incorporate patient feedback
but not be side-tracked by individual preferences
Who is involved at this stage?
• Comics artist-writer, clinical team, project lead

11. Almost-Final
Draft
Comics artist-writer provides an almost-final version
of all pages of the comic.
•

Clinical team check this for medical accuracy
and any updated clinical guidance

•

Project lead proofreads this (consistency,
spelling, punctuation, grammar, institutional
logos)

•

Agree wording of credits/acknowledgements
for this collaborative comic

Who is involved at this stage?
• Comics artist-writer, project lead
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12. Publication
Printing and/or web development, as decided at stage 7
• Decide on number of printed copies and how to
deliver/distribute these
• Follow up with hospital press office for a press
release
Who is involved at this stage?
• Project lead
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ABOUT YOUR PROJECT:

Working Title:

ABOUT YOUR CLINICAL TEAM:
Name of Clinical Department:
Specific Area of Clinical Practice for this Project:

Colleagues You Need To Approach To Take This Idea Forward:

TEAM COMMUNICATION:

How will you keep your team informed about this project
(team meetings, notice board, update sessions...)

ABOUT YOUR PATIENTS:
Which patients and families could benefit from these new patient information materials?

Does this indicate a mix of people (age, sex/gender, ethnicity...) or is it a narrow patient
profile?

Are there specific communication needs to be aware of for these patients and their families?

What language(s) do these patient information materials need to be in?
INFORMATION TO BE COMMUNICATED:
What is missing from your existing patient information materials?

Explain that again without using any clinical terminology:

Filling in this section will help you develop a brief – an overview of what you want this project to
achieve, and what a creative arts practitioner’s role is in this.
Our patients are... (use the ‘about your patients’ section here):

We need to explain to our patients that...
(use the ‘information to be communicated’ section here):

Our budget is for ... (number of days
of creative arts practitioner time):

We think this can be used to create
a ... (what is the thing that you want to
create?) of approximately ... (pages)
Our early thoughts on the drawing style are that it could be: realistic, exaggerated,
fantasy, superhero, soft, sharp, action-packed, cuddly, photostory ...

Our early thoughts on the use of colour are that it could be: bright, dark, black and
white, grey, multicolour, like a colour photo; just one colour, a few colours, all the colours ...

Our early thoughts on the tone are that it could be: like talking to a headteacher, like
talking to a younger brother or sister, like talking to a close friend ...

Our early thoughts on the narrative style are that it could be: serious, silly, family
life, private life, magical, documentary, diary, scientific/technical ...

